THE LIFE OF JOHN MENSAH SARBAH
John Mensah Sarbah (June 3, 1864-November 27, 1910), patriot and statesman, was one of the most
outstanding nationalists of the Gold Coast at the end of the 19th century and the beginning of the 20th. He made a
lasting mark on national life in politics, education, and law.
He was born at Cape Coast in 1864, and was the eldest son of John Sarbah, a merchant, and of his wife Sarah. He
was educated at the Cape Coast Wesleyan School, and at Taunton School Devon, England. He entered Lincoln's
Inn in London in 1884 to study law, and qualified as a barrister in 1887, being the first African from the Gold Coast
to gain this qualification.
On his return home, Sarbah, who was generally known as Kofi Mensah, built up a lucrative practice. In 1892 his
father died, arid he also took over his fattier's business. But his interest in politics, which he had shown during his
student days in England led him to take a more active part in political life. Although he accepted the basic assumptions of the British imperial regime, he felt that some of the evils of the crown colony system should be
checked. He therefore helped J. P. Brown, J. W. de Graft Johnson, and others, to form the Aborigines' Rights
Protection Society (ARPS) to watch over the interests of the African population.
The ARPS opposed the Lands Bill of 1897, which threatened the traditional system of African land tenure, and
sent Sarbah to argue against its passage in the Legislative Council. When Governor Sir William Maxwell (term of
office 1895-97) refused to withdraw the bill, Sarbah advised the ARPS to send a delegation to England to petition
against its passage. The delegation, which Sarbah refused out of modesty to lead, went to London in 1898, and
succeeded in getting the Lands Bill disallowed. This achievement saved the Gold Coast from the evils of the
alienation of African land, as occurred, for example, in the British colony of Kenya. Sarbah returned the 400guinea fee which the ARPS gave him because he felt that it was an honor to serve his country. The ARPS used the
money to establish a .press, which published The Gold Coast Nation (founded 1912) and The Gold Coast Times
(founded 1923).
Sarbah was interested in promoting secondary education because he felt that it was the best way to enable
Africans to gain the, respect of the civilized world. His first act in this direction was to found a Dutton scholarship at
Taunton School in memory of his younger brother, Joseph Dutton Sarbah, who had died there in 1892. When, for
financial reasons, the Wesleyan Mission closed down the Cape Coast Wesleyan School, . he and some other
nationalists revived it, financed it, and renamed it the Collegiate School. Upon returning from a visit to Europe in
1903 together with William Edward Sam, he and Sam promoted an enterprise called the Fanti Public Schools
Limited. This led in 1904 to the foundation of Mfantsipim School, which in 1906 merged with the Collegiate School,
retaining the name of Mfantsipim School. On the strength of the good reports the school had received, the
Wesleyan Mission resumed its management under the principalship of the Rev. W. T. Balmer. Sarbah is said to
have given the school its motto (Dwin Hwe Kan, meaning 'Think and Look Ahead') as well as its emblem. It has
turned out some of the country's best known public figures in all walks of life, men such as Alex Quaison-Sackey,
former President of the General Assembly of UN, Dr. K A Busia, Kofi Annan, the immediate past General Secretary
of the United Nations. Sarbah House, at Mfantsipim, is named for him. He also helped to establish the Fanti
National Education Fund, which aimed at improving educational facilities in the country and also awarded
scholarships. He himself founded a scholarship at Mfantsipim School and helped to pay the salaries of the staff
when the school encountered financial difficulties. Over 50 years after his death, the University of Ghana, in 1963,
named Mensah Sarbah Hall after him for his services to education.
Sarbah was a good legislator, He was nominated as a member of the Legislative Council by the governor, Sir
Mathew Nathan (term of office, 1900,,04), in 1901, and sat, except for a short break, as a member until his death. As
a legislator he was interested in law reform, and tried his best to prevent the passage of laws inimical to the
interests of his countrymen. Specifically, he proposed that in perjury the falsehood with which the witness could be
charged should concern a matter material to the issues raised in the judicial proceedings; (His suggestion was to
be adopted in 1951.) Concerning the competence and compellability of a' spouse ·as a witness in a criminal trial in
which the other spouse was the accused, he proposed that no distinction should-be .made between the spouse in
a Christian marriage and the spouse in a customary marriage. (The distinction, as he-had suggested, was to be
abolished in 1960.)
As a lawyer, Sarbah was interested in spreading knowledge of Fanti laws and of the Fanti Constitution. He
therefore published two books, Fanti Customary Laws (1897), and Fanti National Constitution (1906). He compiled
and published Fanti Law Reports in 1904, but this was incomplete because he was refused permission to take any
more notes from court records. His Fanti Customary Laws is still regarded as an indispensable book for lawyers in
Ghana. By his publications he began the tradition of educated nationalist politicians finding time to write about
their country's history and institutions. His successors in this field were J. E. Casely Hayford, and Dr. J. B.
Danquah. He was interested in court reforms, and tried to obtain better protection for accused persons during
trials, especially in cases in which colonial district commissioners were biased against certain Africans. He also
proposed that native tribunals should be given a definite and well-defined place in the judicial structure. This
reform, too, has now been adopted. He also identified the need for good interpreters in the courts, and proposed

the establishment of a school for court interpreters. But the chief justice did not accept the proposal, and in this respect
matters have not improved much since Sarbah's day, in spite of the fact that all judges are now Africans. When the
Gold Coast Native Jurisdiction Ordinance (1883) was being amended in 1910, Section 29 caused a stir among the
people because they felt it would empower the governor to usurp the rights of the people in the destooling of chiefs.
Sarbah had opposed such proposals before, and people had expected him to oppose the amendment outright.
Instead, he suggested that the dismissal or the suspension of chiefs should be carried out by a resolution of the
Legislative Council instead of by Order in Council. His suggestion, ~hich was an improvement on the amendment,
was not accepted. The passage of the bill, however, made him very unpopular, especially since subsequently he
received the British decoration-of the CMG (Companion of the Order of St. Michael and St. George), an honor some
thought that he had sought, though he denied it. He was interested in promoting agriculture, and wrote an article on
"The Oil Palm and Its Products" in 1909. He encouraged farmers to grow cocoa and gave them loans for the purpose.
He was a good churchman, and bought a pipe organ for the Methodist Church at Cape Coast.
He had married Marian Wood of Accra in 1904, and they had three children. He died in 1910, without, however, making
any provision in his will for the education of his children, probably because he believed that the Akan family system
would cater for them.
Abstract of John Sarbah
The trading career of John Sarbah of Ghana is illustrative of the activities of a distinguished group of independent
African coastal merchants in the late nineteenth century, and an analysis of his business methods helps to cast light on
the general problems and operations of mercantile entrepreneurship in West Africa. The rise of the African merchants
was the result of an interaction between indigenous and external factors. It would be a mistake to exaggerate the
importance of the coastal trading sector in the development of the total economy of the country in the late nineteenth
century; but It would appear that the major African merchants, led by John Sarbah, F. C. Grant, J. W. Sey and others,
played a larger part In commercial development, 1865 to about 1895, than Is commonly recognized in historical
accounts. Sarbah's entrepreneurship was manifested In his ability to manage with competence a network of stores
and trading stations, to extend the market for manufactured merchandise, to open up new sources for cash crop
export, and to assess risks and invest capital in his firm's expansion. Of particular importance were Sarbah's efforts to
stimulate the collection-and processing of palm kernels, to help lay a groundwork for the development of the rubbertrade in Asin and Lower Denkyera in the early 1880s, and to extend the orbit of his trading operations to the
southeastern Ivory Coast. For a twenty- to thirty-year period, reaching a peak in about 1885, the independent African
merchants outnumbered their stronger European rivals and vied successfully with them for a share in the profits of the
export sector of the economy. But a variety of forces militated against their continuing success, and they failed to fulfil
their own early hopes as potential leaders of economic transformation. A continuing theme of Sarbah's career was the
struggle to survive against flagging world prices for palm products coupled with rampant competition amongst traders
on the coast which led to narrowing profit margins. The decline of many of the most prominent African mercantile firms
by the century's end stemmed in large part from their lack of reserve capital and inability to borrow substantial
amounts from European sources, a fact that made it impossible for them to weather many of the adversities which
expatriate firms (aided by oligopolistic practices) were better prepared to withstand. It is a testament to the
entrepreneurial legacy of John Sarbah that his firm did not collapse upon his death but continued. in existence until as
late as 1921, even though his son, J. M. Sarbah, directed his attention away from trade to the practice of law and
political activism.
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Political Movements and Nationalism in Ghana (1945 - 1957)
The educated Ghanaians had always been in the fore-front of constructive movements. Names that come into mind
are - Dr Aggrey, George Ferguson, John Mensah Sarbah. Others)ike king Ghartey IV of Winneba, Otumfuo Osei
Agyeman Prernpeh I raised the political consciousness of their subjects. However, movements towards political
freedom started soon after WWII.

